30HP
WRITTEN-POLE SINGLE PHASE MOTOR
4 POLE, 60Hz, SYNCHRONOUS, 1800 RPM, 230 VOLTS

Recommended Application at 3300', 100 deg Temp.
Derate 1% per 10 deg. above 100, 3.5% per 1000' above 3300'

I430230365T
Irrigation Power Unit

INCLUDES:
Motor and motor stand with adjustable legs. Control panel mounted and wired to motor.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT:
PTO Hub, #41
PTO Hub, #48
PTO Hub, #41 with Pulley
PTO Hub, #48 with Pulley
Generator Mounting (complete with belts, generator pulley and slides)
Generator Slides Only

Generators, Drive Shafts and Pumps also available.
PRICES AND OPTIONS MAY CHANGE ANYTIME WITHOUT NOTICE.
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